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6838 Charing Cross Road
Berkeley, CA 94705 i

Thursday, September 6, 1990

Dear Gerry,

Hope this letter finds you back from your Canadian adventure,
safe, sound, and of good cheer!

I wanted to write and thank you for what, viewed from one
angle (as in: mine) is a stunning act of generosity--your having
forgiven us for any indebtedness, and invested me -s shareholder
in TGAC. This follows on the heels of several acts of generosity
which have been absolutely key factors in our financial situation
being as happy as it is today. For all this, and the many other
gifts you have bestowed upon us--chiefly your friendship--we too
are eternally grateful. I am often mindful of your generosity as
I meet with opportunities to lend a helping hand to other folks.
There’s no end, I guess.

As we discussed earlier, there is still some paperwork left
to do in order to tie all the ends up to the satisfaction of the
bureaucratic / legal world. This will be an opportunity (of which
I hope there will be many) for us to get together one of these
days.

I am in touch with Michael Walton concerning TGAC (I just
realized yesterday that it’s pronounced tee-gee-ack!) and am sure
more history will be forthcoming on that front.

As to “finishing off the few things you’ve left undone”, as
far as I’m concerned, you can certainly stand down as concerns
details on this Charing Cross house. If you'll just point out
where you’ve left off on coating the decks with anti-rot goo, I'll
be happy to take over on that and anything else around here.

Love, .
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